Representative Legal Matters
Alexander Korkin
Dispute Resolution


Represented a global container carrier in arbitration courts on recovery of debt for services
provided, enforcement upon the goods withheld and damage compensation.



Represented an international bank in numerous disputes with consumers in courts of several
authorities, including the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation.



Represented a global manufacturer of household appliances in disputes over the classification
of goods, recovery of excessively paid duties, as well as the recovery of the court costs
incurred in these cases.



Represented a Russian manufacturing company in arbitration courts on claims for damages
and debt recovery.



Challenged the orders and decisions of an antimonopoly body that recognized an international
transportation company as abusing its dominant position, and recovered the court costs from
the antimonopoly body after winning the main case.



Represented a number of financial, trading and manufacturing companies in antimonopoly
bodies in matters regarding abuse of dominant positions, concerted practice and unfair
competition.



Represented an individual on enforcement of a foreign court decision.

Employment and Migration


Represented international and Russian companies in numerous court disputes with employees,
including cases on unfair dismissal and reinstatement at work, recovery of employee
compensations, challenging denial of employment, etc.



Advised several international and Russian companies on the implementation of new
requirements regarding the legislation on temporary agency work.



Represented an international beverages company in the course of a conflict with the trade
union, including advising on strikes, representing interests in courts on claims for
reinstatement at work and challenging the decisions of the prosecutor's office and the labor
inspectorate.



Advised a number of Russian and international companies on personal data protection as well
as localization of databases in the territory of Russia.



Represented a foreign national with regard to administrative expulsion from Russia in
connection with an alleged violation of migration rules.



Advised a number of Russian and foreign companies on the implementation of anticorruption policies, policies on commercial secrets and conflicts of interest, and prevention of
abuse of senior officials.



Represented an international packaging company in several court disputes with employees,
including cases for reinstatement at work and recovery of employee compensations.



Represented a not-for-profit organization in disputes with the labor inspectorate, including
participating in extraordinary audits and challenging orders of the inspectorate.



Supported the process of termination of employment contracts due to the closure of a division
of a global manufacturer of home appliances, including developing an action plan, preparing
documents and interacting with the trade union.



Advised a Russian telecoms company on trade union matters, including advice on strategy of
interacting with the trade union and ways to improve employee involvement and
participation, and preparation of the waiver to accede to the Federal Industry Collective
Agreement.



Represented a bank in a case of reinstatement at work of an employee dismissed due to
repeated violations.



Comprehensively supported a global packaging manufacturer in issues related to accidents,
including advice on formalization and investigation, preparation of documents, representation
in the prosecutor's office and the State Labor Inspectorate in the course of the investigation,
and consideration of administrative cases.



Successfully protected the interests of a global home products retailer in three lawsuits filed in
different regions on recognition of the current indexation procedure as illegal and recovery of
indexation in the amount equivalent to inflation rates.
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